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This study focuses on the wear rate in conical thrust bearings, which is 
responsible for field failures of stepper motors in optical disk drives (ODD). These 
bearings support the stepper motor worm shaft and consist of a steel ball supported in 
a polymer conical bearing cup. The tribological behaviors of polymers used in 
bearing application has been addressed by using Archard’s wear model, a well known 
classical model for fretting wear in the literature. However, these studies were for 
planar bearing surfaces and other geometries, not for the conical geometry addressed 
in this study.  
Tests were designed and implemented to study the wear rate of the conical 
bearing cups at with different load levels. The tribological behavior of Delrin in 
conical thrust bearing applications has been characterized, by quantifying the wear 
factors used in the modified Archard’s model. Distinct reduction of wear rate is 
observed due to formation of a polymer transfer film on the steel ball. The variability 
  
of the wear properties is explored through replication of the test conditions. 
Destructive physical analysis is conducted to gain insight into the fundamental wear 
mechanisms as a part of this study. The results of the wear tests are used to develop a 
life model of the stepper motor as a case study, to demonstrate an application of this 
approach. The life model is used to study the effect of variability in the initial axial 
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1.  Introduction 
The main purpose of this chapter is to provide the problem statement and the 
motivation behind this study. The published studies related to our topic are discussed 
to provide a framework and rationale for this thesis. In the end of this chapter, the 
steps to solve the problem are briefly discussed. 
1.1- Background and motivation 
The use of polymers for bearings in low power industrial applications is 
continuously increasing because of their suitable properties such as low friction 
factor, high wear resistance, light weight and low manufacturing cost. Polymer 
bearings are often used in electro-mechanical devices where high wear resistance and 
low friction is highly desirable. Typically, failure of these devices is due to wear out 
of the polymer bearings that are subjected to simultaneous sliding and compressive 
loads. Therefore, understanding the wear process and wear behavior of polymers is 
vital for the design of reliable products that can last sufficiently long under typical 
usage cycles. The focus of this study is on the wear of polymer bearing cups used in 
stepper motors, a typical dominant failure mode of optical disk drives. This study 
investigates the wear process of conical thrust bearings and the wear behavior of the 
bearing material, Delrin, under different load and sliding distances. 
1.2- Optical disk drive (ODD) and failure analysis of stepper motor 
Optical disk drives are common opto-electro-mechanical devices used as a 
data storage/recovery media in most modern computing and gaming products. One 




properly “home” the optical head, resulting in failure of the device to read the data in 
a typical ODD. The optical head and stepper motor can be seen in Figure 1-1. 
Stepper motor is used in this application because of its precise control of the 
angle of rotation provides accurate displacement of the optical head inside the ODD. 
These types of electronic motors convert the digital data generated by the controller 
into rotation of the worm shaft and consequent sliding of the optical sled attached to 
the worm shaft. The stepper motor divides each revolution of the worm shaft into a 
large number of discrete rotation steps, so that they have a better precision compared 
to other types of motors.  
 
Figure 1-1: Optical disk drive, optical head, and stepper motor 
If for any reason the motor misses any step or fails to rotate precisely the same 
angle with each pulse, the optical head fails to read the data from the optical media 
and the entire system fails to function. The worm shaft in the stepper motor is 
supported between two pre-loaded plastic thrust bearings: the pivot bearing (at the 




The worm shaft and both bearings are pre-loaded with a compressed leaf spring 
between the motor bearing and the motor housing. It is necessary to have this pre-
loaded leaf spring in the motor housing: (a) to preserve the load-train alignment for 
varying dimensional tolerances in the motor assembly; and (b) to preserve the 
alignment in the motor assembly as the dimension of bearing cups change throughout 
the life of the stepper motor due to mechanical wear. 
 
Figure 1-2: Stepper motor structure  
 Wear out of the plastic bearing cups is the main known cause leading to 
stepper motor failure. The plastic bearing cup is simultaneously subjected to both 
sliding motion and pressure, caused by the compressed leaf spring throughout the 
stepper motor’s life.  
Failure analysis has been conducted on the stepper motors that have failed in 
typical field applications, to assess the failure mechanism and failure site. The inner 
surface of the motor housing as well as the motor magnets was observed to have 
eroded. This observation led to understanding that the magnets had rubbed against the 
inner surface of the motor housing. The next cause for this wear is that the worm 
shaft becomes loose due to the reduction of the leaf spring compression load and 




lowers its compressive force load as the bearings wear out. The loss of axial 
compressive load allows lateral displacement of the worm shaft during the operation 
of the stepper motor. Several experiments (Appendix VI) have confirmed that lateral 
displacement of worm shaft increases throughout the wear process of the motors as 
bearing wears out. As a result of this lateral displacement, the worm shaft moves off 
center and the magnetic forces further exacerbate the lateral misalignment. Therefore, 
the attached magnets to the worm shaft gradually start rubbing against the motor 
housing, as seen in Figure- 1-3. 
 
 
Figure 1-3: Worm shaft misalignment and the consequences 
 
 This phenomenon affects functionality of the stepper motor in two ways:  
[1] the off-centered magnets do not receive equal amounts of magnetic 
power from the stepper motor’s coils, and 
[2]  the resistance frictional torque gradually increases due to friction 




The above reasons cause the stepper motor to start missing steps and degradation of 
precision of the stepper motor increases to a level at which the optical head cannot 
read data from the optical media, leading to failure in operation of the optical disk 
drive. Wear out of the bearing cup is the main reason for this phenomenon. This study 
focuses on gaining insight into the wear process of the conical Delrin thrust bearing 
used in stepper motor by using Archard’s wear model [1], and on calibrating the 
model with the results of designed experiments. 
1.3- Literature review  
In the next few sections, the literature related to stepper motor failure, wear 
models and polymer behavior is briefly reviewed. More references are provided in 
subsequent chapters, where required. 
1.3-1. Stepper motor failure 
Taft and Gauthier [1] discussed the cases where stepper motors fail to 
function. Their paper provides insights into why and how stepper motors miss steps 
as well as the behavior of stepper motors under different load conditions. However, 
they did not provide any information about the degradation of stepper motors over a 
certain period of usage or possible reasons that lead the stepper motor to fail under a 
specific use condition. 
1.3-2. Wear models 
One of the most persistent aspirations of engineers is to develop a 
mathematical model or relationships between variables and parameters of a system to 




efficient and reliable systems. Similarly, in tribology, it is essentially important to 
understand the relationship between system parameters and wear rate. There are more 
than 300 wear and friction models available in the literature [3]. Evolution of wear 
modeling approaches followed the same path as any other technological field. The 
advancement of wear equations can be divided to three overlapping stages [4]: 
1) Prior to 1970, most of equations were developed empirically using data 
driven approaches. Barwell [5] proposed that wear of materials follows 
three curves: 
a)           
b)                     (2), and 
c)                         
 
where v is worn out volume , α is constant , t is time and β was not identified 
clearly. Another famous model that predicts the wear between polymers and 
metals has been developed by Rhee [6].   
           (4) 
Where W is weight of worn-out material, F is load, V is speed, t is time and K, a, 
b and c are empirical constants. 
2) Between 1940 to 1970, wear models were developed by assuming simple 
analytical relationships and they were physics-based to some extent. They 
were mostly developed based on contact-mechanics and material 
properties such hardness H. Archard’s and Holm’s [7] models are well-




in detail in the following section. Table of most common analytical wear 
models [8] can be found in Appendix I. 
 
3) Models in last 30 years are mostly based on material failure mechanisms 
[4]. Tribology scientists started focusing on quantities relating to material 
flow, fracture toughness, etc. instead of distinguishing the wear resistance 
as an inherent property of materials. The earliest studies conducted 
focusing on dislocation mechanics, fatigue properties, brittle fracture 
properties and shear failure defined by slip line analysis. Equations and 
derivation are excessively complicated and typically do not provide a 
simple physics-based analytical model to predict the wear.  
Numerous mechanisms such as adhesion, abrasion, fatigue and so on 
contribute on the wear process. Many aspects of these mechanisms are not fully 
explored and understood quantitatively yet; hence the general picture of wear 
incorporated by these mechanisms is still missing [8].  
Archard’s wear model is used in this study for the following three reasons: 
a) Archard’s wear model is physics based to some extent and it 
has less reliance on wear conditions than empirical models,  
b) it is feasible to calibrate Archard’s wear model using a limited 
number of test specimens, since it has only one variable, wear 




c) simple analytical models are much more preferable by the 
design engineers in industry. Therefore, the result of this study 
can be very beneficial to industrial designers. 
1.3-3. Archard’s Wear Model 
 
Archard’s wear model, is a well-known model to predict the worn out volume 
from one or both contact surfaces based on: (a) the constant normal load; (b) the wear 
factor (a dimensionless constant); (c) the hardness of the softer of the two materials in 
contact; and (d) the relative sliding distance between the two surfaces. Archard 
published his model in 1953. He believed the physical phenomenon that occurs in the 
contact zone of two objects such as mechanical wear is dependent on the actual 
contact area that is, in general, less than the apparent area due to surface asperities. 
The actual contact area is a combination of multiple individual contact spots of 
different sizes and distances of separation. He tried to explain the load proportionality 
of wear rate by assuming that the volume removal at the contact zone is a result of 
plastic deformation of the asperities at the contact region. He developed his model in 
two steps. In the first step, the contact zone consists of one perfectly flat 
nondeformable surface and a deformable spherical surface. He showed that the actual 
contact area would be proportional to the applied load by a power law relationship, 
/ , where F is applied load and p depends on the deformation mechanism (i.e., 
for perfectly plastic deformation p is one). In the second step, he assumed that there 
are multiple areas of contact; the contact zone consists of one perfectly flat 
nondeformable surface and a deformable surface with a large number of equal 




area is linearly proportional to the applied load for plastic deformation. Archard used 
Holm’s [7] work where he assumed that the actual contact area is caused by plastic 
deformation of contacting asperities. Based on Archard’s wear model, the worn out 
volume is dependent on load and sliding distance and it is independent of sliding 
speed and contact area.  
               
Where v is worn out volume, F is normal force, L is sliding distance, H is 
hardness and k is wear factor/coefficient. There are many discussions in the literature 
about k, and it is stated as a constant related to the likelihood of two asperities in 
contact to produce a wear particle. k also can be seen as a probability that a separated 
particle leaves the system and does not reattach to the sliding pairs [4]. Thus, 
geometry might play a role in the wear factor. 
Archard validated his model through sets of experiments, except for the fact 
that, he could not find any evidence to confirm that worn out volume is independent 
of sliding speed as his model implies (sliding speed has a clear effect on wear rate). 
Archard’s wear model was widely used in literature to study the wear 
behavior of surfaces in contact [9]-[11].  
 
 
1.3-4. Polymers wear properties 
 
Nowadays usage of polymers in electro-mechanical devices is common 




thermoplastics such as Ertacetal (POM-Delrin) do not need additional lubricants also 
increases their usage in bearing and sliding applications.  
Many experimental studies [12] and [23] were conducted to examine the 
tribological behavior of different polymers. In the study by Feyzollahoglu et al. [13] 
the friction and wear properties of Ertacetal (POM-Delrin), Ertalyte (PETP), Ertalon 
and Devateks plastics were examined. This study showed that higher sliding speed 
causes an increase in the friction coefficient, possibly due to the higher temperature 
generated by the higher sliding speed. Also, in this study it was shown that the wear 
rate of polymers is more sensitive to changes of speed than to changes of load. The 
presented experimental results also showed that weight loss rate of Ertacetal (POM-
Delrin) in journal bearing is initially high and eventually decreases as sliding 
distance increases. In another study by Tevruz et al. [14]-[15], the effect of sliding 
distance and bearing pressure on wear and frictional behavior of the PTFE bearing 
was investigated. According to their study the wear rates are initially high and they 
gradually decrease as the sliding distance increases. Wear rate has been shown to 
increase as bearing pressure increases, according to a power law correlation. 
Some studies have focused on wear and friction of the polymer-metal sliding 
process in dry conditions [18]. Most engineering polymers are known as self-
lubricants, they have superior tribological properties due to formation of the transfer 
film that can act as a lubricant throughout the sliding process. Transfer film is the 
best known explanation for the gradual transition of wear behavior from transient to 
steady state in polymer-metal sliding contacts [18]. The development of transfer film 




pairs, is a complex process that depends on many factors such as: metal counterface 
roughness, temperature, contact pressure, sliding speed and filler or additive 
materials. 
In another study [9], authors used a combination of the finite element method 
and numerical simulation method based on Archard’s wear model, to accurately 
predict the changes of geometry of a spherical plain bearing with a self-lubricating 
material due to wear out. They accounted for changes of surface geometry due to 
material removal by the boundary displacement method (BDM) in their finite 
element analysis. In this study, the wear rate of woven fabric as input of their 
simulation was quantified by the pin-on-disk experiment. Turvus et al. [15] studied 
the wear rate of PTFE in journal bearing (a metal shaft sliding inside a polymer 
housing). Rolling of metal ball on a flat polymer surface was studied by Harras et al. 
[24]. Olofsson et al. [21] explored wear of polymer housing washer with metal roller 
in roller thrust bearings. Pin-on-disk test to measure and to compare wear of 
different polymers was used in many studies such as [29] &[32]. Most of these 
studies have presented wear rate of polymers and they experimentally studied the 
effect of different parameter such as sliding velocity and contact pressure in wear of 
polymers. 
 
1.3-5. Gap in the literature  
 
Tribology behavior of polymers has already been examined in different 
geometries such as pin-on-disk, metal shaft in polymer housing (journal bearing), 




conical thrust bearing application (sphere metal ball inside conical polymer cup) has 
not been adequately explored. Most of the earlier studies have tried to avoid 
geometric complexities by using flat contact surfaces to enable better focus on 
comparing the wear behavior of different polymers or different sliding parameters 
such as: sliding velocity, temperature, etc. 
 In reality, the wear behavior of polymers in non-planar geometries is more 
significantly complex than that of a planar sliding pair. Formation of a transfer film 
and presence of trapped debris between the sliding pair (steel metal counterface and 
Delrin polymers surface in this study), can cause significant random variabilities in 
complex geometry geometries. Simple contact geometries such as pin-on-disk are not 
fully capable of capturing those effects. For instance, the separated wear particles can 
leave the contact zone much easier in the pin-on-disk geometry, compared to the 
conical thrust bearing geometry. Therefore, to understand the wear behavior of 
polymers in an application with complex geometry we need to conduct wear test 
using a geometry that is similar to the intended application. 
According to Archard’s model, wear rate of a sliding surface has an inverse 
correlation with the hardness of the softer surface in contact. No insight in changes of 
hardness in contact surface of polymer during the wear process and its effect(s) in 
transition of wear behavior of polymer in polymer-metal bearings is available. 
The wear behavior of a self-lubricating polymer, Delrin (POM), in conical 
thrust bearing geometry (more complex non-planar) is explored in this study. The 




1.4- Approach and thesis layout  
This document is written in multiple chapters, with each chapter building on 
the former chapter(s). 
The second chapter of this thesis is dedicated to the design and 
implementation of the wear test. The result of wear test is later used to extract the 
wear factor and calibrate the wear model that has been used in the third chapter. 
Several parameters were monitored during the wear test that will be comprehensively 
explained in the second chapter. 
Chapter two of this thesis is dedicated to Archard’s wear model that is used in 
this study and detailed approach to extracting the wear factor of conical Delrin thrust 
bearing. Furthermore, a detailed finite element model is developed and presented in 
4th Chapter, to account for elasto-plastic deformation of plastic bearing cups. This 
deformation affects the contact area and axial penetration of the bearing ball which 
are needed to precisely calculate the wear factor and to accurately calibrate the wear 
model using the wear test results.  
The hardness of Delrin cups is measured and discussed in Chapter 5. 
Moreover, life model of conical thrust bearing is presented as a case study to 





2. Wear Test  
In this chapter the fabrication and implementation of the wear test that was 
used to study tribological behavior of conical Delrin thrust bearings will be explained 
in detail.  
2.1- Introduction and design of wear test 
 
Delrin is one of the most common engineering thermo plastics and its wear 
properties have been already explored through different studies [24], [25]. One might 
raise a question of why it is necessary to conduct more experimental study to 
understand the wear behavior of Delrin. To answer this question, we should mention 
some studies such as [14] and [15] (journal bearings) that show wear behavior of 
polymers is dependent on many environmental factors such as sliding speed and 
contact pressure. Also, there is no clear insight into the effect of geometry on wear 
rate of polymers, available in the literature. Therefore, in order to get insights into 
wear behavior of materials in a particular application, it is necessary to study 
tribological behavior of those materials using wear tests that covers the range of 
conditions (contact zone geometry, counterface roughness, sliding velocity, 
temperature and the contact force) expected in the desired operational and 
environmental application.   
The wear test experiments were designed to enable us to monitor required 
parameters to calibrate the model and so to extract the wear factor for the conical 
thrust bearing geometry (a spherical steel bearing ball inside a conical Delrin bearing 




are necessary to modify the model and extract the wear factor (k) that affects the 
wear rate of bearing such as, normal force (FN), and angular velocity of worm 
shaft/bearing ball (ω), will be discussed in detail. 
2.2- Life- cycle load condition 
Stepper motors experience complicated loading conditions in the use 
environment. As bearings wear out, the axial leaf spring expands to compensate for 
the gap caused by material removal of the plastic bearing cup. Figure 2-1 and 2-2 
provide visualization of how and why the bearing geometry and contact zone change 
with bearing wear, and with resulting axial displacement of the bearing ball relative to 





Figure 2-1: New bearing: Contact surface area is small because steel bearing ball has not 
penetrated into bearing cup yet. 
 
Figure 2-2: Worn out bearing: Contact area has increased due to material removal and resulting 
axial penetration of bearing ball into bearing cup. 
 
As the leaf spring expands (relaxes) the axial compressive preload exerted by 
that leaf spring, which lowers the wear rate of the bearing. The leaf spring is not the 
only source of load on the bearings in a typical use environment (e.g. in an optical 
disk drive). While the stepper motor moves the optical head in an ODD; there is an 
axial and lateral reduction force on the bearing cups. The directions of force caused 
by the optical head sled, the leaf spring and reaction force on the pivot cup can be 





Figure 2-3: The loads applied on the worm shaft, leaf spring and optical sled 
 of the stepper motors  
 
The direction and amplitude of the sled load depend on direction of optical 
head movement and on the position of the sled on the worm shaft. In addition to 
mechanical loads, temperature of environment also affects the wear rate of bearings 
which is not constant all through the usage cycles. Therefore, stepper motor 
experiences complicated loading history in the field and this complexity of loading 
condition gets further exacerbated by manufacturing variability. Consequently, it is 
almost impossible to replicate the field loading conditions in the wear test. It is more 
feasible to try to understand the effect of each load on the wear process (main failure 




implementing tests and modeling, to target a particular load in the field. In this study 
we intended to study the effect of axial load and sliding distance on the wear factor 
and on the wear rate of bearing cups at, 25˚C ambient temperature.  
2.3- Wear test set up 
The wear tests were conducted in two different phases:  
a. Phase I: Study the variability of wear resistivity and wear rate of four 
stepper motors with conical Delrin thrust bearing cups (motor bearing 
cup in the motor end and pivot bearing cup in the pivot end of the 
stepper motor) under 300g load (typical load that a stepper motor 
experiences in the field) over 170Km of sliding distance (54 Million 
cycles of bearing).  
b. Phase II: Study the effect of load magnitude on wear behavior of four 
stepper motors with conical thrust Delrin bearing cups under different 
loads close to the load that the stepper motor experiences in its use 
condition over 170 Km of sliding distance (54 Million cycles of 
bearing).  
The tests are conducted on identical stepper motors with thrust bearings 
consisting of steel bearing ball in a conical polymer bearing cup. The tests are 
conducted at 25˚C ambient temperature and at a constant sliding speed of 47mm/s.  
2.3-1. Fabrication of wear test set up 
The test set up fixture consists of Plexiglass parts that were machined and 




base, weight holder rack, aluminum joints, individual fixtures and the aluminum tubes 
to hold the IR sensors. The test frame has a modular design with each motor on a 
separate platform to facilitate periodic off-line characterization of each motor.  
Solid Works drawings of main fixture parts including their details and 
dimensions can be found in Appendix II. The cylindrical dead weights are made of 
brass.  The weights are used to apply a constant axial load and they are held and 
guided with four aluminum tubes with inner diameter of 1.45 in attached to the 
weight holder rack on top of the stepper motors, as seen in Figure 2-6. The frequency 
of the stepper motors are controlled by a code written in LabVIEW8.6 and it is fixed 
at 250 PPS. Four RB Spa-494 SFE “easydriver” bipolar stepper motor drivers are 
used to run the motors (transferring the power and controlling signal to stepper 
motor). The photograph of the driver used in the wear test can be seen in Appendix II. 
The power of stepper motors and IR sensors are provided by a HP 6236B Triple 
output power supply. The voltage of stepper motors was fixed at 4.5V (the voltage 
was fixed at 4.8V at the power supply due to 0.3V drops in the connector cables) and 
5V voltage was applied to the Honeywell-HOA1404-002 IR sensors. 
2.3-2. Wear test setup 
The schematic of the test set-up can be seen in Figures 2-4 – 2-6. In this test, 
dead weights are used to apply constant axial loads to the bearing while motors are 
running at a constant angular velocity. The wear out occurs in the contact zone of the 
bearing ball and cup, where the cup is subjected to compressive pressure and sliding 
simultaneously. It is necessary to be careful and patient during starting and stopping 




are running, to avoid any shock and sudden mechanical force that might cause 
permanent deformation in the motor assembly, especially in the plastic bearing cups. 
 












Figure 2-6: Wear test setup (modular fixture) 
In this test, each motor was operated at a constant angular velocity under a 
constant (Phase I) and different (Phase II) axial loads. The parameters are monitored 
during the tests to identify the model constants and to study the degradation of the 
motors are: 
• Wear depth of bearing cups using optical microscope enhanced 
with image processing tool at periodic intervals during the tests  
• Continuous in situ measurements of angular velocity of worm 
shaft using IR sensors 
• Lateral displacement of worm shaft, measured off-line at periodic 
intervals 
• Required torque to rotate the worm shaft (detent torque), 









The first two parameters are necessary to extract the wear model constants 
and they will be explained in detail in the following sections. The last two 
parameters (lateral displacement of worm shaft and detent torque) were observed to 
understand the degradation of the stepper motor as bearing wear progresses. These 
parameters are not in the scope of this thesis and they are not discussed in detail in 
this document. 
2.3-3. Bearing cup wear 
Measuring the volume removal rate of the bearing cups was one of the most 
challenging tasks in this experiment. Since it is not feasible to disassemble the 
bearings to measure the instantaneous wear depth during the test, the axial 
displacement of the motor bearing cup relative to the motor housing was periodically 
measured throughout the test using an optical microscope coupled with an image 
processing tool, and used to infer the total axial wear depth of the bearing cups. Each 
motor was periodically dismounted from the test platform for this measurement. The 
axial displacement of the motor bearing cup relative to the motor housing was 
measured by monitoring height of the cup bottom which sticks out of the motor 
housing, as seen in Figure 2-7. As bearings wear out, the leaf spring expands, which 
leads the motor bearing cup to move while the pivot bearing cup is fixed against the 
C-bracket. Therefore, the axial displacement of the motor bearing cup represents the 
summation of axial wear depth of both bearing cups. The initial height of this step 
(between housing surface and bearing cup bottom surface) was measured on each 
motor before starting the wear test and was used as a reference. The changes of the 




depth of the bearing cups. Attempts were made also to measure the wear depth rate 
of pivot cup separately, but this was almost impossible due to inaccuracy of 
measurement method at the pivot bearing. The limitation of this approach to measure 
the wear depth of bearings will be explained in detail separately at the end of this 
document. The worn out motors were destroyed at the end of the wear tests, to 
conduct failure analysis and to measure the actual wear depth. 
 
Figure 2-7: Optical measurement of the total bearing wear depth 
2.3-4. Angular velocity of the worm shaft 
The sliding distance between the bearing ball and bearing cup surfaces is an 
essential parameter in Archard’s wear model for predicting the worn out volume. In 
order to measure the sliding distance of the bearing ball, the total number of 
rotations of the worm shaft were counted during the wear test using an IR encoder, 
as described below. Four Honeywell infrared reflective sensors (HOA1404-002) 
were used as counters to detect each rotation of the worm shaft of each of four 
stepper motors in the tests. The output voltage of the sensor is a constant value until 




drops to a lesser value. Reflective shiny sheets were attached on the worm shafts at a 
certain distance from the IR sensor. Therefore, the emitted radiation reflects back to 
the sensor once a cycle and that causes a drop in the output voltage of the IR sensor 
during each cycle of worm shaft. These changes of output voltage make it possible 
to count the number of rotations of the worm shafts using the LabVIEW code. The 
output voltage of the IR sensors was measured by a National Instruments data 
acquisition card (PCI 6024E) through a National Instruments connection block (CB-
68LP). The IR sensors were mounted 3.8mm away from the worm shafts for the best 
performance of the IR sensors. The output voltage drops when the reflective sheet 
attached to the worm shaft passes in front of the sensor, as seen in Figure 2-8. 
 




3. Wear Test results 
The results of Phase I and Phase II of the wear test will be explained and 
presented in this chapter. Two wear depth measurement techniques, namely, optical 
and epoxy replicate based techniques were employed in this study. Each technique 
has its own weaknesses and strengths. Thus, combining the knowledge from both 
techniques enables us to obtain the most realistic wear depth estimation. The optical 
measurement technique was modified using the measurements obtained in the epoxy 
replicate technique. The approach to modify the optical measurements using the 
epoxy replicate and results from both the techniques will be comprehensively 
explained in this chapter. The formation of polymer transfer film on steel bearing 
balls during the wear test and its effects are discussed at the end of this chapter. 
3.1- Wear depth measurements using optical microscope 
The wear depths of the bearing cups under different loads were measured over 
1,000 hours of tests. This corresponds to 170 Km of sliding distance and 54 Million 
rotational cycles of the bearings and motors. The optical wear depth measurements of 
five samples obtained from Phase I (Samples 1-4) and Phase II (Sample 5) 
measurements with 300 g load are depicted in Figure 3-1. These measurements were 
conducted in a daily basis. These plots are estimates of total wear depth of the stepper 
motors (wear depth of pivot cup + wear depth of motor cup) using the optical 
measurement method described in Section 2.3-3. The total axial wear depth of the 
motors and the pivot bearing cups were measured by monitoring the displacement of 




measurement method is tried by choosing the most distinct line or sign on the motor 
bearing cup and motor housing as reference throughout the test period. In order to 
increase the accuracy of this method, five optical measurements were conducted each 
time and the average value has been used for estimating the wear rate (each data point 
in Figure 3-1 is average of five measurements). The range of values is about 10 µm at 
the worst case of these readings. 
One of the important points to get correct results from the wear test of the 
stepper motor is to select the motors with preloads less than the applied axial load to 
make sure that the wear process is governed by the applied axial load, not with the 
stepper motors’ preload. The preload of the stepper motors were measured to confirm 
that their preloads are less than the axial loads.  
 
 








































3.1-1. Error in optical wear depth measurement 
As shown in Figure 3-1, there is a significant variation in the wear test results 
of the stepper motors. Furthermore, the wear depth history obtained from this 
technique shows a decrease of wear depth at multiple points, i.e., the wear depth trend 
of Sample 2 in Figure 3-1 shows decrease of wear depth after 90 Km of sliding 
distance, while it is expected that wear depth should monotonically increase during 
the wear process.   
There are two main reasons for such erroneous measurements: 
1. A layer of polymer (eroded debris and transfer film) forms on the bearing ball 
throughout the wear tests. The thickness of the polymer layer increases over 
the course of time, but the rate of increase has a somewhat random trend. 
Therefore, the axial distance between the bearing ball and the cup can increase 
(negative wear depth based on optical measurement) at some point due to a 
locking of debris and polymer transfer film between the bearing balls and the 
cups. Figure 3-2 and 3-3 shows the random formation of the polymer transfer 
film on the bearing ball surfaces. 
 
2. Although the variation of optical measurements due to human error was 
carefully controlled, up to a 10 μm variation in five replicates of the same 






Figure 3-2 – 3-3: SEM picture from transfer film on bearing ball surface 
The piece-to-piece variation and error in optical measurements are the two difficulties 
and limitations in this study. The problem is even further exacerbated by random 
behavior of the polymer transfer film on the steel bearing balls which will be 
explained in the rest of this chapter. The details of measurements of axial wear depth 
obtained by both techniques are listed in Table 3-1. The preload of all five motors 
were measured before Phase I and Phase II of the wear tests to make sure that the 
motors’ preload are less than the applied axial load and the wear of bearings are 
governed by the applied loads not with the leaf spring loads.  This observation were 
confirmed before starting the test by observing separation of pivot cup from the C-
bracket after exerting the load which means the leaf spring is compressed more and 
the pivot cup and worm shaft move toward the motor end. Thus, the applied axial 
































(QX1) 48 31 79 53 26 0.61 0.39 
Sample 2 
(QX2) 17 24 41 17 24 0.41 0.59 
Sample 3 
(QX3) 51 16.5 67.5 20 47.5 0.76 0.24 
Sample 4 
(QX4) 43 90 133 47 86 0.32 0.68 
Sample 5  
(SS1) 71 45 116 77 39 0.61 0.39 
Average 46 41.3 87.3 42.8 44.5   
Table 3-1: Wear depth measurements of five samples under 300g (Phase I wear test) 
 
 
The optical wear measurements of five samples are mainly from Phase I of the wear 
test that have been already presented in Figure 3-1. The optical wear depth 
measurements of three samples from Phase II of the wear test (this wear test was 
designed to study the effect of load on the wear factor and the wear behavior of the 
bearings) are shown in Figure 3-4. Also, the results of both measurement methods 
(optical and epoxy replicate) are shown in Table 3-2. As shown, the percentage 
contribution of motor cup and pivot cup wear to the total wear depth of the stepper 
motor varies for each stepper motor and it is believed that this variation is mainly due 
to random formation and removal of the polymer transfer film on the bearing balls 
and the manufacturing process. These results are obtained using the optical 
measurement method. The motor with 600 g load shows intrinsically different 
behavior than the motors with different loads. It is possible that the wear mechanism 
that governed the wear of motor with 600 g load is different than that of other motors 
with smaller loads. The epoxy replicate method was also employed to measure the 




calibrate the optical measurements using the total wear depth value will be explained 
in the following section. 
 
 
























400 g  21 26 47 47 0 0.45 0.55 
500 g  38 60 98 85 13 0.39 0.61 
600 g 57 117.5 174.5 141.5 33 0.33 0.67 
Table 3-2: Wear depth measurements of three motor under different loads 
(400 g, 500 g and 600 g) 
 
3.2- Actual wear depth of bearing cup using epoxy replicate 
The presented results in Figures 3-1 and 3-4 are only estimates of total wear 
depth obtained from the optical measurement method during the test. Since it was not 





































measurement is the only source of knowledge about the wear depth history of the 
bearings during the tests. There is uncertainty in the optical wear depth measurements 
for reasons listed above in Sec 3.1-1 and it is necessary to calibrate the results with 
the actual value of wear depth for each bearing cup. Due to the randomness in the 
thickness of transfer film the optical measurement method loses its accuracy as the 
wear progresses. The top views of new and worn out bearing cup are shown in Figure 
3-5. The black debris can be seen on the worn out bearing cup. To better visualize the 
shape of the bearing cone, the side view of the epoxy replicates is shown in Figure 3-
6.  
 
Figure 3-5: Top view of new and worn out bearing cups 
 
 The advantage of using epoxy replicate to measure wear depth is that it gives 
more accurate results than the optical measurement method, because it is not affected 
by the transfer film and the debris in this technique. The disadvantage of replicates is 
that it is a destructive method as it requires disassembling of the motors. Hence, it can 
be performed only once, at the end of the test. Thus, this method does not provide any 





Figure 3-6: Side view of epoxy replicate of new and worn out bearing cup 
The wear depth of each bearing was measured by analyzing the images 
captured using a high resolution microscope during the test as shown in Figure 3-5. 
Epoxy replicates also confirmed the observed variation in total wear depth of bearings 
using the optical measurement technique (Figures 3-1 and 3-4). The epoxy replicates 









Figures 3-8 – 3-11: Side view of epoxy replicates for four motors under same load (significant 
variation in final wear depth of motors can be observed from the epoxy replicates) 
300 g- Sample1 300 g- Sample2 




3.3- Wear depth results and variability in wear depth measurements 
As was discussed and presented quantitatively in Tables 3-1 and 3-2, there is a 
significant difference between two wear depth measurement techniques: the optical 
measurement method and the epoxy replicate measurement method. The most 
reasonable hypothesis to explain this variation is formation of the transfer film on the 
bearing ball and Delrin debris trapped in the conical cup due to abrasion of the cup by 
the steel bearing ball. The final wear depth values for five samples under the same 
load, 300 g from both techniques were measured, compared and presented in Figure 
3-12. 
 
Figure 3-12: Comparison of wear depth measurement by Optical  
and epoxy replicate technique at the end of wear test 
 
In contrary, optical measurements provide the history of wear depth while its 
accuracy decreases during the progression of wear. Epoxy replicates provide more 
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history of wear depth evolution. Therefore, it is necessary to use the combined 
knowledge from both techniques. Thus, the optical measurements are calibrated using 
epoxy replicates to get the most realistic estimates of wear rate of the bearing cups. In 
order to do so, thickness of transfer film is assumed to start zero at the beginning of 
the test and linearly increase with the sliding distance. It can also be noted that the 
total wear depth of motors (sum of motor cup and bearing cup) at 300 g load for 1000 
hrs of test (170 km of sliding distance) varies between 40 μm and 130 μm, which is a 
significant variation. There is no clear explanation for this behavior and it is believed 
that this variation is caused by a combination of random behavior of debris in the 
bearing which affects the sliding of the ball inside the cup and the random behavior of 
the polymer transfer film on the bearing ball surfaces. 
 
3.4- Formation of transfer film on steel bearing ball 
Transfer of polymer materials to the metal surface during the sliding process 
is a common phenomenon during the sliding process between polymers and metals. 
Formation of polymer transfer film on the metal counterface is governed by sliding 
pairs’ material and counterface roughness [19] & [18]. Polymer transfer film has a 
great impact on tribology behavior of sliding pairs by reducing friction and wear 
between them. Harrass et al. [24] have studied the volume loss rate of polyamide 
(PA) in linear ball-on-plate test (Appendix VIII), shown that the volume loss rate 
decreased throughout the tests, as seen in Figure 3-13. The transfer film is believed to 





Figure 3-13: Volume loss over testing duration as measure for PA rubbing against steel under 
different normal loads [Harrass et al (1998)] 
 
In both Phase I and Phase II of the wear test, the wear depth rate was observed 
to be initially high and to decrease throughout the progression of wear. The geometry 
analysis for calculating the worn out volume confirmed that the volume removal rate 
decreases as the sliding distance increases. The volume removal rate of motors in 
both wear tests will be discussed in detail later in Section 4.1. The existence of 
transfer film on steel bearing balls of tested motors was qualitatively investigated 
using optical microscope and SEM. The pictures clearly confirmed the existence of 
the transfer film on the steel bearing balls surface. Figures 3-14 – 3-15 were taken 










The results of Phase I and Phase II of the wear tests were explained in detail in 
the previous sections. Two techniques, optical measurements and analysis of epoxy 
replicates, were used to measure the axial wear depth of the bearing cups in each 
motor. The optical measurement technique provides the wear rate history of the 
bearing cups, but its accuracy decreases due to eroded debris and formation of the 
polymer transfer film on the steel bearing ball throughout the wear process of the 
bearings. The analysis of epoxy replicates provides reliable estimation of the total 
wear depth of bearings, while it cannot provide any information about the history of 
the wear depth. In this study we have tried to combine the information from both 
techniques, for obtaining the most realistic estimate of wear rate of the bearings. The 
estimated wear rate values are used in the following chapter to calibrate Archard’s 




application at 25˚C ambient temperature, force range of 300 g to 600 g and sliding 




4. Modeling the wear rate of the bearings 
The process of wear can be considered as a dynamic process that depends on 
multiple parameters like contact normal force and sliding distance. Archard’s wear 
model has been already discussed in earlier chapters. Archard’s wear model states 
that the worn out volume from one or both of the contact surface varies linearly with 
the constant normal load and the relative sliding distance between the two surfaces. 
The proportionality constant is a property and is the ratio of a dimensionless wear 
constant and the hardness (H) of the softer of the two materials in contact. The 
constant k is a function of temperature and sliding velocity. ASTM D3702 provides a 
method to estimate the wear factor of plastic in specific condition. In this study we 
are intended for finding these constant for non-planar bearing geometries, especially 
for steel bearing ball in conical polymer bearing cup. The worn out volume (v) during 
a sliding process based on Archard’s model for two sliding planes in contact is given 
by: 
             
where F is normal force, L is sliding distance, H is hardness of the softer material and 
k is wear factor/coefficient and it is specific to the contact pair. In the rest of this 
thesis, instead of   we use K (mm3/Km.N) for more convenience. The volume of 
removed material from the bearing cups was calculated by geometric analysis of worn 
out cups. The approach to calibrate Archard’s wear model by characterizing the wear 
rate (K) of Delrin in the conical thrust bearing application at room temperature will be 




refine the wear model by accounting for the effect of elasto-plastic deformation of the 
bearing cups or the contact surface area and axial movement. 
4.1- Geometry analysis of worn out cups 
The first step to obtain wear rate (K) for conical bearing, based on the wear 
test, is to compute the worn out volume of the bearing cups. Obtaining the worn out 
volume or removed-material is a challenging step for this complex geometries, while 
the sliding distance and applied load during the test were comparatively easier to 
determine. The volume of removed material was computed using the geometric 
analysis of the worn out-bearings. The schematic of the worn out bearing is shown in 
Figure 4-1. 
 
Figure 4-1: Schematic of worn out-bearing 
The pivot bearing and motor bearing have exactly the same shape (sphere 




bearing ball is 2 mm and 1.5 mm in diameter (2R) in the motor and pivot, 
respectively, and the cone angle (2α) of both the bearing cups is about 120˚. More 
details of bearing geometry before and after wear out have been shown in Figure 4-2. 
The changes of bearing cup geometry, from initial stage (no wear) to final 
stage (after axial penetration of the ball) are depicted in Figure 4-2. The axial 
penetration of the bearing ball is y .R is the radius of the ball (1 mm for motor cup 
and 0.75 mm for pivot cup), α is the half of the bearing cup cone angle (60˚), β is the 
half of the angle of the arc that represents the contact zone angle, β is initially zero 
and it increases as the wear depth increases. rin and rout are the inner and the outer 
radii of the contact zone. The worn out volume is demonstrated in Figure 4-3. This 






Figure 4-2: Detailed-geometry of bearing  
 
Figure 4-3: Geometry of worn out volume   
 
The volume of the spherical segment is given by: 




The volume of the conical frustum is given by: 
 
·
· ·    
Therefore, the worn out volume is computed by: 
 
       
 
All the parameters of these equations are calculated by using the axial wear depth (y) 
of the bearing cups that has been presented in the previous chapter. The equations of 
these parameters are: 
· · , (9) 
· , 10  
· , (11) 
· , (12) and   
· . (13) 
The computation of the worn out volume from the measured axial wear depths 
is more complex in reality. The measured axial displacement/penetration of the 
bearing balls are not solely because of removing the material from the cups. The axial 
load on the bearing balls also causes elasto-plastic deformation of the conical Delrin 
bearing cup, and this deformation contributes to the measured axial penetration of the 
bearing balls. Therefore, to rigorously analyze the removed material, it is necessary to 
investigate the contribution of the elasto-plastic deformation and axial penetration of 
the bearing ball. Elastic –plastic finite element analysis is conducted to estimate this 




4.2- Elastic-Plastic deformation of contact interface  
In this study, Finite element analysis (FEA) has been used to develop a more 
accurate wear model by accounting for elasto-plastic deformation of the bearing cup 
contact interface. 
4.2-1. FEA model of contact geometry 
The result of Archard’s wear model depends on the worn out volume of the 
conical Delrin bearing during the wear process. Therefore, to accurately predict the 
wear rate, it is necessary to use the exact axial penetration of the bearings to compute 
the worn out volume in the wear model, as the analytical model is not capable of 
calculating it due to the elasto-plastic deformation of the bearing cup. In this study, 
commercially available finite element software, ABAQUS 6.9, was used to compute 
the elasto-plastic deformation of the bearing cup. An axisymmetric deformable model 
was used to model the conical Delrin bearing cup. Since deformation of the steel 
bearing ball is negligible, an axisymmetric analytical rigid wire was used to model the 
steel bearing ball to save computational time. Due to the quasi-static nature of the 
problem, General/implicit type of steps was selected to run the simulation. Four-node 
axisymmetric continuum elements with reduced integration were used in this study. 
The FEA model of this study is basically a contact problem. Therefore, it is necessary 
to apply the contact properties properly in the FEA model. A coefficient of friction of 
0.2 [26] was applied to the contact zone. The mechanical properties of Delrin, such as 
stress-strain curve that are obtained and published by the manufacturer company [27], 
were used in the FEA analysis of this study. To facilitate parametric study using the 




possible. Thus, a mesh refinement study was conducted on the FEA model to find the 
most efficient size of the elements to optimize the accuracy and computational time 
of the analyses (Appendix VII). The size and location of the leaf spring were 
measured and applied as the boundary condition for the model.  
The geometry of the model had been changed to account for the material 
removal of the bearing cup, and the model was remeshed every time after the change 
of dimension, and samples of these models are shown in Figure 4-4. The parametric 
study was conducted on the FEA model to study the effect of different wear depths 
and axial loads on the axial penetration of the bearing ball due solely to deformation 
of the conical Delrin bearing cup.  
 




The FEA model was run in three steps: 1-initial step, the initial boundary 
conditions and problem at the initial stage were defined in this step; 2-creating 
contact, the axial displacement was applied as a boundary condition to generate the 
contact between the bearing ball and cup; and, 3- applying load, the axial load was 
applied to the center of the bearing ball while the axial displacement of the bearing 
ball was monitored. The FEA model was also used to investigate whether the applied 
load caused any plastic deformation in the conical Delrin cup, and no plastic 
deformation was observed in the load range of this study. It was observed that the 
implicit approach cannot solve the problem in two steps, and it is necessary to 
simplify the FEA model by defining the problem in more than two steps. The axial 
displacement of the bearing ball and the reaction force on the bearing ball were 
obtained from the output results of the FEA. It was also observed that more complex 
steps can be solved by the explicit solving approach while the problem has to be 




4.2-2. Results of FEA parametric study 
The von-Mises’ stress distribution of the model under 600 g load before any 
wear out is shown in Figure 4-5.  
 
Figure 4-5: von-Misses stress distribution (600 g load and zero wear depth) 
The results of the FEA model were assessed for a total of 42 cases: seven 
wear depths (0, 2, 4, 8, 25, 43, and 54 μm) and six axial loads (1, 2, 3.2, 4, 5, and 6 N). 
The results of this parametric study are shown in Figure 4-6. The axial penetration of 




shown in Figure 4-6. The decrease of elastic axial deformation of the bearing cup 
with increasing wear depth is shown in Figure 4-6. The increase of the wear depth 
causes the increases of the contact area and consequently a reduction of the axial 
pressure. Therefore, the axial deformation of the cup reduces as the wear progresses. 





Figure 4-6: Results of parametric study on the FEA model to quantitatively explore the effect of 





4.2-3. Obtaining the correction factor from the results of FEA parametric study 
In this step of the study, we tried to develop an approach to correct and update 
the results of the wear tests by using the parametric study results. 
Since it was not possible to run the parametric study for all the wear depths 
from the test results, and only limited numbers of parametric results were available, 
fitting a curve to the obtained results from the parametric study was tried, in order to 
extract the correction function that can be used to estimate the axial movement of the 
bearing ball due to deformation for all the measured wear depth from the wear tests. 
Figure 4-7 shows for calculated axial movement of the ball (the green dots) and the 
fitted curve. 
 
Figure 4-7: Axial penetration of the bearing ball under constant load of 320g and different wear 
depth of the cups obtained from the FEA model 
 
The following exponential equation (the brown fitted curve) was found to be 
the best fit (in terms of having least R-square between power law and exponential 




· · · ·      
with coefficients being a = 5.32E-4, b = -6.46E-1, c =1.07E-3, and d = -5.44E-3. L(y) 
is the axial elastic movement of the ball and y is the actual wear depth of the cup. 
This fitted equation is used to improve the accuracy of the measured wear depth by 
eliminating the effect of the deformation of the cup from the measured changes of the 
heights. Since the motor cup and pivot cup has similar geometry and material, the 
obtained equation of correction for the motor bearing is used for the pivot bearing, as 
well. The detail of the approach to predict the actual wear out of the cup by the gained 
knowledge from the optical measurement, epoxy replicates and FEA analysis will be 
discussed in detail. 
4.3- Estimation of the actual wear depth using the optical measurement, 
epoxy replicates and FEA analysis 
Before discussing the approach to improve the accuracy of the measured wear 
depth, it would be helpful to review the wear depth measurements one more time. The 
optical measurements were conducted multiple times during the wear test when the 
dead weight had been removed (no external load). The height of the bearing cup 
extended beyond the motor housing was measured while the leaf spring was applying 
the axial load on the bearing cup. Therefore, penetration of the bearing due to 
deformation of the conical Delrin bearing cup that has been discussed in the previous 
section, contributed to the changes of the height of the bearing cup. There are three 
phenomena contributing to the changes of the height of the cups: 
1) the polymer layer, transfer film and eroded debris, between the ball 




2) wear out of the cups; 
3) deformation of the cups; and 
The approach to estimate the actual wear depth by accounting for all the above 
parameters and the available information was developed in three steps: 
1) The approach to account for deformation of the conical Delrin bearing cup: In this 
approach, it is assumed that there is no polymer film between the bearing ball and the 
conical cup. The following equation can be used to estimate the actual wear depth by 
assuming the ball is perfectly attached to the cup and there is no gap in between: 
∆ ∆ ∆ ,    
∆ ,  ,  ,    
where Hopt is the measured change of the height of the nth optical measurements (∆H 
is change of the measured height between the nth and n-1th measurements), y the 
actual wear depth, and L is the axial movement of the ball due to elastic deformation 
of the cup. L is a function of the wear depth (y) and the axial load, as shown in Figure 
4-6. The axial penetration (L) for different wear depths (y) and loads (F) has been 
shown in Figure 4-6. (∆L) is the changes of the axial penetration between the nth and 
n-1th measurements. Moreover, the fitted equation and curve (Figure 4-7) to the 
computed (L) from the FEA for the constant load of 320 g was presented in the 
previous section. This equation was used to estimate the actual wear depth of the 
bearing cups for each wear depth measurements. Additionally, this approach is 
simplified, this equation is developed by assuming the constant load of 320 g from 




increases, due to the leaf spring expansion. The effect of the changes of the axial load 
at the higher wear depth is roughly about 1 μm and it has a very minor affect on the 
final results (the total axial wear depth range of the stepper motors is from 41 μm to 
170 μm). Therefore, to avoid further complexity, the constant axial load of 320 g was 
assumed for the all measurements. 320 g load is the highest preload/initial leaf spring 
compressing load that had been observed among a large number of samples. 
Assuming higher load and consequently more deformation will lead us to obtain more 
wear depth based on the last two equations. Therefore, this assumption predicts 
slightly more removed material; consequently, the higher wear factor will be obtained, 
which is to some extent more conservative. 
2) The approach to account for the polymer layer thickness between the bearing ball and 
the conical Delrin cup. The difference between two wear depth measurement 
techniques, optical measurements and epoxy replicates, were explained in the 
previous chapters. As was mentioned, the bearing ball is perfectly attached to the cup 
at the beginning of the test, and as the wear depth increases the thickness of the 
transfer film and eroded debris between the ball and the cup increases. The thickness 
of this layer is only available at the end of the test after destructive analysis of the 
stepper motors, the difference between epoxy replicates and the final optical wear 
depth measurements. Since there is no information about the history of this layer, it is 
assumed that the thickness of this layer increases by a linear correlation with the 
sliding distance (starts from zero and reaches its maximum at the end of the test). 




measurements and the wear depth based on epoxy replicate can be presented by 
neglecting the deformation of the conical Delrin cup: 
∆ ∆ ·    
where y(d) is the actual wear depth as a function of sliding distance, d is the 
instantaneous sliding distance, D is the final sliding distance at the end of the test, 
Hopt is the optical wear depth measurements after d sliding distance and Hepx is the 
wear depth based on the epoxy replicate methods after D sliding distance at the end of 
the test.  As previously mentioned, it was assumed that the wear depth from the epoxy 
replicate methods is the actual wear depth since the transfer film and debris cannot 
interfere with its accuracy. 
3) The third step: In this step, the approaches in the previous steps are combined to 
predict the actual wear depth that is used to quantify the worn out volume.  
, · ,  ,
  ,    
Where d is the instantaneous sliding distance, D is the final sliding distance, F is the 
leaf spring load before any wear out, f(Y) is the leaf spring load at the end of the test 
and Y is the final wear depth. The other parameters have been already introduced 
earlier. As seen in Figure 4-6, the axial penetration of the ball at the end of the test 
(the highest wear depth and the lowest axial load), is very small and can be neglected. 
Also instead of f(y), the leaf spring load at each wear depth, F is used for 
simplification of the equation (it has very minor effect in the final results). Since the 




the accuracy of the measurements. Therefore, by implementing all the above 
assumptions, the following simplified equation can be introduced: 
, · ,  ,     
These simplifications have small effect on the final results and make it more 
conservative. The consequences of these simplifications will be discussed in the 
following sections. 
4.4- Removed material from the conical Delrin thrust bearing cup (qualitative 
study of the wear factors) 
The geometric analysis to compute the worn out volume from the conical 
Delrin thrust bearing using the axial wear depth was discussed in Section 4-1. In 
Section 4-2, the FEA approach was presented to obtain the axial movement of the 
bearing ball due to elastic deformation of the conical Delrin cup. The details of the 
approach to obtain the axial wear depth of the cup using the optical wear depth 
measurements, epoxy replicate measurements, and FEA analysis were explained in 
Section 4-3. Thus, the worn out volume of the conical Delrin thrust bearing can be 
computed by plugging the obtained axial wear into the geometric analysis, which is 
essential for calibrating the wear model and for characterizing the wear behavior of 
Delrin in the conical thrust bearing.  
The computed worn out volume for the motor bearing cup and pivot bearing 
cup at 300 g load versus the product of sliding distance (L) and normal load (F) is 
shown in Figures 4-8 and 4-9. Also, it has to be mentioned that Archard’s wear model 




on the normal load (the axial load divided by the half of the cone angle (α) to obtain 
the normal force at the contact zone), Figure 4-2 is shown for better visualization. 
Based on Archard’s wear model, wear factor of the conical Delrin thrust bearing can 
be obtained by extracting the slope of the curves from Figures 4-8 and 4-9. 
·     
Therefore, the slope of the presented curve (worn out volume vs. Force Х sliding 
distance) represents the wear factor of that particular conical Delrin bearing cup. The 
discussed assumption in section 4-3 regarding the selected preload (320 g) will lead 
to obtaining a bigger slope in the wear factor curves (worn out volume versus the 
sliding distance multiplied by the normal force), Figures 4-8 and 4-9; therefore, the 
obtained wear factor would be slightly higher, and more conservative. 
 
Figure4-8: The worn out volume of the five motor bearing cups under 300g loads VS. Sliding 

































Figure 4-9: The worn out volume of the five pivot bearing cups under 300g loads VS. Sliding 
distance times the normal load 
 
As expected from the wear depth results, there is a considerable variation between the 
test results and each motor behaved differently. As is apparent from Figures 4-8 and 
4-9, except Sample 4, all of the samples show more than one linear segment in their 
trend line.  It means the wear factor changes as the sliding distance increases; this is a 
common behavior of polymers against metal counterfaces, Harresi et al. [24] also 
observed a similar behavior, as was shown earlier in Figure 3-13. The most common 
explanation for such behavior is formation of the transfer film on the metal 
counterfaces [18], [19] that has been explained in the literature section. The contact is 
initially between the metal and the polymer, while gradually by progress of the 
transfer film on the bearing ball the contact pair becomes more of a polymer to 
polymer contact rather than a metal to polymer contact and the wear factor changes. 































film on the bearing ball. The formation of the transfer film is a function of many 
parameters that have not been fully explored yet and shown some randomness. To 
explore the wear behavior of the bearing in further detail, the presented curves in 
Figures 4-9 and 4-8 are classified in three different categories: 
1) Constant wear: The transfer film was not formed on the bearing ball surface; 
therefore, the wear factor is constant throughout the wear test. An example of 
such behavior is the motor cup bearing of Sample 4. As can be seen in the Figure 
4-10, the worn out volume of the motor bearing cup has a linear correlation with 
the applied load multiplied by the sliding distance.  
· ∆    
This is fairly rare behavior of the wear factor that has been observed among the 
eight samples over two wear tests. 
 



























2) Two wear regimes: This is the most common behavior of the bearing wear factor 
among the eight samples of two wear tests. The pivot cup of samples 1, 3 and 5 
are examples of this behavior, as seen in Figure 4-11. The wear factor is initially 
high (the bigger slope), while the contact was between the Delrin cup and the 
steel bearing ball. After roughly 50 km of sliding distance for Samples 1 and 3 the 
transfer film covered the surface of the steel bearing ball and the wear factor 
decreased to the second smaller slope. 
 
Figure 4-11: Two wear factor for the cup, the contact is initially between polymer and metal and 
gradually it changes to metal to polymer contact  
  
3) Multiple wear regimes: The formation and adhesion of the transfer film on the 
metal counterface is a function of many factors such as, sliding distance, 
temperature, contact pressure, sliding velocity geometry of the contact, etc. Most 
of the studies on transfer film are qualitative and no clear picture of this 























Sample 5-300 g 






some extent, but it also can be removed from the bearing ball due to 
environmental condition, such as shear force of friction. The motor bearing cup of 
Sample 2 is an example of this kind of behavior. As seen in Figure 4-12, Sample 2 
had four linear wear regimes. It can also be seen that the first and third trend lines 
show about the same slope (contact pair: Steel and Delrin), as well as the second 
and fourth slopes (contact pair: Delrin and Delrin), possibly implying repeated 
formation and removal of the transfer film. The other possibility is error in the 
wear depth measurements due to the trapped debris between the ball and the cup. 
 
Figure 4-12: Formation and removal of the transfer film during the wear test 
The volume removal rate of five stepper motors under 300 g loads (five motor 
cups, and five pivot cups) was presented in Figures 4-8, and 4-9. The volume 
removal rate of the other three stepper motors (motor cups and pivot cups) with 

























Figure 4-13: The worn out volume of the motor bearing cups under 400, 500, and 600g loads VS. 
Sliding distance times the normal load 
 
As seen in Figures 4-13 and 4-14, cups with a higher load show a bigger slope, 
wear factor, than the cups with less load. Considerable variation has been observed in 
the cups under the same load of 300 g (about an order of magnitude difference in the 
final worn out volume of the motor cups). Therefore, it is difficult to draw any 
conclusion about the correlation between the applied load and the wear factor. 
The motor under the load of 600 g behaves significantly different from the 
other motors. It initially had shown lower wear rate, wear factor than other cups and 
then the wear factor increased drastically to a much higher value than other motors. 
The wear factor of the bearing cup under 600 g decreased at the end of the test, the 
same behavior as other cups. It is believed that the wear mechanism of motor at 600 g 
is different from the other motors and its results are not included in the calculation of 
confidence bounds. The 600 g load is approximately 100% higher than the axial load 





















Sample 3- 600 g
Sample 2- 500 g





Figure 4-14: The worn out volume of the pivot bearing cups under 400, 500, and 600g loads VS. 
Sliding distance times the normal load 
 
4.5- Conclusion 
The detailed approach to obtaining the axial wear depth, using the two wear 
depth measurement techniques and FEA analysis to compute the worn out volume 
from the axial wear depth, have been explained in this chapter. 
The wear behavior of the eight samples (eight motor cups and eight pivot 
cups), five with same load and three with different loads, has been presented and 
discussed qualitatively in this chapter. The wear factors of the cups will be 
quantitatively presented in the next chapter, as well as a typical application of this 
study to predict the life of the bearing based on the obtained wear factor and by 
assuming the failure criteria. 
Three main conclusions that can be drawn from this chapter are: 
1. There is fairly high variability in the axial wear depth of the conical Delrin 




















Sample 3- 600 g
Sample 2- 500 g




131 µm) tested with same loading condition. In the other words, high 
variability in wear rate of the conical Delrin thrust bearings. The possible 
reasons for such behavior are: random behavior of trapped debris and random 
behavior of polymer transfer film on the steel bearing ball.  
2. The optical technique is not capable of capturing the actual wear depth, 
especially at the end of the wear tests. Therefore, the optical measurements 
have to be calibrated by using the actual wear depth of the conical cups at the 
end of the wear test (replicate technique). 
3. The FEA model exhibited very small amount of axial deformation of conical 
Delrin cups compared with the wear depth of the cups at the end of the wear 
tests; therefore, the axial deformation of the conical Delrin cups can be 
neglected in wear depth calculation. However, it was attempted to bring the 
effect of increase of wear depth (change of geometry throughout the wear 





5. The wear factor of the conical Delrin thrust bearing and its 
application to life prediction 
The wear factors of the conical Delrin thrust bearings were qualitatively 
presented in the last chapter. Two distinct wear factors were found to govern the wear 
behavior of the bearings (possibly with and without polymer transfer film present on 
the metal counterface). Also, obtained results showed significant variability (roughly 
about an order of magnitude difference) in the worn out volume of 10 bearing cups 
(five motor cups and five pivot cups) with the same axial load of 300 g. 
In this chapter, the wear factors will be quantitatively presented and the 
possible variability in the hardness of conical Delrin cups will be discussed. The 
wear/life model of the stepper motor will be developed based on the extracted wear 
factors and transition sliding distance from Phase I and Phase II of the wear tests. The 
wear/life model will be validated against the experimental results. Furthermore, the 
90% confidence intervals for the life of the stepper motor will be presented. 
5.1- The wear factors of the conical Delrin thrust bearings 
The slope of the worn out volume curves, (Figures 4-8 – 4-14) presented in 
the last chapter that represents Archard’s wear model coefficient, is the wear factor of 
the conical Delrin thrust bearing cups. As stated in Chapter 3, considerable 
discrepancy was observed in the acquired wear depth values due to random formation 
of the transfer film that makes computation of the wear factor more challenging. To 
obtain the wear factors more accurately, the slope of the linear trend line of each 




have been selected to represent the two wear conditions of the conical Delrin thrust 
bearings: Steel sliding against Delrin and Delrin sliding against Delrin. The maximum 
wear rates, K1 (Steel-Delrin, without transfer film) of each bearing cup, are presented 
in Figure 5-1. 
 
 
Figure 5-1: The maximum wear rate, K1 of 10 tested samples (10 motor and pivot bearing cups) 
 
The minimum wear rates, K2 (Delrin-Delrin, with transfer film) of each 
bearing cup, are presented in Figure 5-2. The wear rates were calculated for the 
bearing cups and the stepper motors (the average wear rate for both cups in the 
stepper motor) using the relation 
      
  
     
The tabular form of the computed wear rates for the motor and pivot cups as 
































Figure 5-2: The minimum wear rate, K2 of 10 tested samples (10 motor and pivot bearing cup) 
 
As seen in Tables 5-1 and 5-2, the motor with 600 g load has the highest wear 
factor. Roughly about an order of magnitude (9.34 times) variation between the 
maximum wear factors of 18 conical Delrin cups is observed. It should be noted that 
the maximum wear factor of the motor with 600 g was not included in this variation 
study. The wear rate of the motor with 600 g axial load is intrinsically different from 
other motors, the wear rate is initially lower than that of other motors and then it 
increases to a much higher value as shown in Figure 3-4. Therefore, it is believed that 
the wear of this motor follows different wear mechanism compared to other motors 




















































Motor Cup K1 8.9 6.7 3.4 34.8 15.1 5.5 11.9 48.3 16.8 16.1 
Pivot Cup K1 14.8 3.4 15.9 9.8 24.8 3.5 5.3 14.6 11.5 7.4 
Total K1 11.5 5.3 8.8 24.1 19.2 4.6 9.1 33.8 14.5 10.3 


















g AVR STD 
Motor Cup K2 1.99 0.20 0.63 15.8 2.25 0.84 3.62 2.84 3.52 5.11 
Pivot Cup K2 3.29 0.10 2.90 4.5 3.63 0.53 1.60 0.84 2.18 1.64 
Total K2 2.54 0.16 1.60 11.0 2.84 0.71 2.75 1.99 2.95 3.40 
Table 5-2: The minimum wear rate, K2 (mm3/Km.N) 
 
Less than two orders of magnitude (35.5 times) variation between the 
minimum wear rates of 18 conical Delrin cups is observed. Since the transition of the 
wear condition did not occur for the 4th Sample with 300 g, the minimum wear factor 
obtained from this motor was not included in this variation study. By including the 
minimum wear factor of the 4th Sample, the variation would increase to slightly more 
than two orders of magnitude (158 times). 
Another interesting point about the obtained results is that the conical Delrin 
bearing cups in the motor housing show about 53.8% higher wear rates (both K1 and 
K2) than the pivot bearing cups on average (10 motor cups and 10 pivot cups). The 
most reasonable hypothesis for this behavior is the higher temperature inside the 
motor housing due to energy dissipation of the stepper motor. The earlier experiments 
showed about 15 oC higher temperature of motor housing than the pivot temperature. 
The motor housing temperature was obtained with a thermocouple at the surface of 
the motor housing.  It is difficult to conclusively assess the effect of temperature on 




in extracted wear factors. The higher temperature can affect the wear behavior in two 
ways with opposite acceleration effects: 
i) Softening the bearing cup material (accelerating the wear process): The 
bearing cup material, Delrin, becomes softer as a result of the higher 
temperature and its hardness decreases; therefore, according to the original 
Archard’s wear model: 
. .  
The wear rate, K (  ), and the wear factor (k) increases. 
ii) Enhancing the formation of the polymer transfer film (decelerating the 
wear process): The higher temperature increases the transfer rate of 
polymer to the metal counterface [28]. The transfer film is formed from a 
polymer with a lower cohesive energy density on the surface with higher 
cohesive energy density [18], which higher temperature enhances this 
phenomenon. The aspects of this phenomenon are not fully explored yet. 
In the rest of this chapter, the life model of the steeper motor will be presented 
to show an application of this study by using the extracted wear factor values. 
5.1-1. The hardness of the conical Delrin thrust bearings 
According to Archard’s wear model, wear rate K ( ) has an inverse 
correlation with the hardness (H) of the softer surface of sliding pair (polymer’s 
surface in polymer-metal bearings). Thus, to explore the possible reasons for 




50% coefficient of variation (CV) in K1 and 39% CV in K2), and b) transition of 
wear rate to approximately 47% of its initial value, the hardness measurement of 
conical Delrin thrust bearing cups were performed through nanoindentation. Agilent 
G200 nanoindenter was used to measure the hardness of conical Delrin cups as 
discussed in Appendix IX. The Delrin cups exhibited the average hardness value of 
237 MPa with 7.3% CV. Much less variation in hardness of conical Delrin thrust 
bearing cups was observed compared to the variation in the wear rate of the bearings. 
The hardness of Delrin cups was measured from the cross section of the cups close to 
the surface (3 µm close to the contact zone) and no significant trend was observed as 
shown in Appendix IX. There is not adequate evidence available to determine the 
change in hardness at the contact surface after the wear process. 
5.2- The life/wear model of the conical Delrin thrust bearings 
In this chapter, the life of the stepper motors will be predicted to demonstrate 
an application of the present study. The life of the stepper motor will be predicted by 
assuming a certain axial wear depth of the stepper motor as the failure criterion. All 
the values used in the life modeling are from the obtained values from the wear tests, 
excluding the one under load of 600 g, which followed a different wear mechanism 
due to excessive acceleration.  
5.2-1. Failure criterion 
One of the limitations of this study was limited access to the field failed 
motors to obtain the statistical information about the total wear depth of the failed 




of this study to predict the life of the stepper motor; therefore, a hypothetical failure 
criterion, of 125 µm total axial wear depth is assumed. In the other words, it is 
assumed that after 125 µm of total axial wear depth the stepper motor fails and it 
cannot home the optical head properly after that much of the axial wear depth. The 
details of the failure mechanisms and failure mode of the stepper motor have already 
been discussed in detail in the first chapter.  
Since the motor and pivot bearing cups are made of the same material and 
they experience the same axial load, according to Archard’s wear model, the ratio of 
the removed material from the pivot cup and motor cup is equal to their ratio of the 
sliding distance. The number of the pivot and motor bearings rotations is the same 
over the life of the stepper motor; as a result, the ratio between the sliding distances 
of the motor bearing and pivot bearing is equal to the ratio of the motor and pivot 
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where V is the worn out volume and R is the bearing ball radius. The total wear depth 
of bearing cups (125 µm) and the worn out volume ratio constraint are used to 
calculate the axial wear depth of each motor and pivot bearing cups. The axial wear 
depth of the motor bearing cup is 59.10 µm and its worn out volume is 0.066 mm3 
and similarly, the axial wear depth of the pivot bearing cup is 65.89 µm and its worn 
out volume is 0.0495 mm3. The worn out volume ratio and the total wear depth are 
inputs to the MATLAB code (Appendix IV) that calculates the axial wear depth of 




5.2-2. Field loading condition 
The field loading condition has been comprehensively explained in Chapter 2. 
It is assumed that the failure of the bearing is only due to the axial wear factor; thus, 
the lateral force generated by the optical head is neglected in this life prediction. The 
axial loads on the bearings are shown in Figure 5-3. 
5.2-2.1. The axial load on the motor bearing 
The applied load on the motor bearing cup, Fleaf spring is always equal to the 
generated force by the leaf spring, which decreases as the leaf spring expands due to 
changes of the bearing cups’ geometries. The axial load of the leaf spring has a linear 
correlation with the total axial wear depth of the stepper motor (ytotal), which is a 
combination of the axial wear depth of the motor (ymotor cup) and the pivot bearing 
cups (ypivot cup). 
       
 ·    
where Preload is the initial compressing load of the leaf spring before any wear out 
and Kleaf spring is the stiffness of the leaf spring. Therefore, the leaf spring’s axial load 
(the load on the motor cup) is a function of the total wear depth and Preload. The total 





Figure 5-3: The axial loads on the stepper motor’s bearings 
 
5.2-2.2. The axial load on the pivot bearing  
The applied load on the pivot bearing cup, the reaction force at the pivot end 
can be calculated from the following relation: 
      
   (26) 
where Fpivot is the reaction force on the pivot cup, Fleaf spring is the load generated by 
the leaf spring and Foptical head is the axial load generated by the leaf spring. Foptical head 
was quantified by measuring the additional required torque to move the optical head. 
The magnitude of the load caused by the optical head is assumed to be constant; 
however, the direction of the load depends on the direction of the optical head 




optical head moves toward the motor bearing (Fpivot= Fleafspring+85g) half of the 
stepper motor life and it moves toward the pivot bearing (Fpivot= Fleafspring-85g) in the 
rest of its life. The direction of the optical head displacement is distributed equally 
throughout the life of the stepper motor. Since the worn out volume predicted by 
Archard’s wear model has a linear correlation with the applied load, the average force 
of Fpivot can be used in this life model. The average force of Fpivot can be calculated 
from: 
   
 
5.3- Life/wear model of the stepper motor 
The failure mechanism of the stepper motor is the wear of the conical Delrin 
thrust bearing cups. Wear of the conical Delrin bearing cups is governed by different 
parameters such as: the normal force at the contact zone, wear factor, etc. In order to 
develop the wear model of the stepper motor, all of the parameters have to be 
determined as a function of other known parameters. The model is developed in 
MATLAB (Appendix V), the model is numerically solved in incremental steps. The 
necessary steps to obtain the required parameters to predict the life of the stepper 
motor are: 
1. The wear factor: The most challenging step to predict the removed material from 
the bearing cup is to obtain the wear factor of the bearing cup. As discussed, the 
wear factor of a self lubricated polymer is a function of: the sliding speed, the 




contact zone geometry and temperature. Eight stepper motors or 16 cups (16 
conical Delrin thrust bearing, one of the most common applications of polymers 
in bearings) were tested to extract the wear factor of Delrin in the conical thrust 
bearing application. The test condition was selected as close as possible to the 
field condition. The maximum obtained wear factors for both wear conditions: 
Steel-Delrin and Delrin-Delrin are used to predict the volume of removed material 
of the bearing cups during the life of the motor. The wear factors for each motor 
were extracted based on Archard’s wear model. The transition distance for each 
sample obtained from the test results (the break point that the slop of the wear 
behavior changes). The average of obtained values for the wear behavior of the 7 
samples (stepper motor): K1 (the total wear factor for Steel-Delrin condition), K2 
(the total wear factor for Delrin-Delrin condition) and the transition distance (The 
point that the slope of the worn out volume vs. sliding distance changes)                               
are used as inputs of the wear/life model of the stepper motor. 
2. The normal force: The normal force is obtained based on the leaf spring load and 
bearing cup geometry. The detail and the equation to obtain the leaf spring load 
were discussed earlier. The axial load generated by the leaf spring is obtained by 
using the results of the previous steps (the total axial wear depth of the motor and 
pivot bearing cup). The leaf spring load is an input to the model. 
3. The volume of removed material: Archard’s wear model was employed to 
predict the worn out volume by applying the wear factor, the normal force and the 
sliding distance of the each step. The worn out volume is calculated based on 




4. The wear depth of each bearing cup: One of the involved steps in developing 
the wear/life model of the stepper motor was obtaining the wear depth of each 
bearing cup based on the removed volume, while calculating the volume of the 
removed material based on the wear depth is much more straightforward.  
5. MATLAB code: The model for life prediction was implemented in MATLAB. 
The model is executed until the total wear depth reaches the failure criterion. The 
model accounted for the change in wear factor after certain sliding distance 
(accounts for changes of wear condition). As mentioned, the problem was solved 
by applying a numerical approach; the removed material of each step was 
calculated based on the constant load of the previous step and the sliding distance 
of the step. The sliding distance of the steps is an input of the model. Since the 
numerical approach is used and the sliding distance of steps has to be selected and 
inserted as an input, it is necessary to study if the solution is convergence and the 
accumulation of errors does not kill the accuracy of the solution. Therefore, the 
convergence study of the results was conducted by changing the step size (sliding 
distance of each step) to find a right step size. 
5.3-1. Verification of the life model 
The purpose of this section is to verify the wear/life model. In order to do so, 
model wear properties (K1, K2, and transition distance) were extracted based on six 
samples (The sample with 600 g load was excluded and so was stepper motor 3). The 
test condition (constant load of 300 g is used for the model) was simulated in the 
model. To simulate Sample 3 the wear rate was extracted for each wear 




and Delrin-Delrin (K2) were extracted from the experimental results and applied to 
the model. The extracted values from the tested samples that are used in the life/wear 
model are presented in Tables 5-3. The confidence intervals are calculated based on 
the t-distribution. Similarly, the transition sliding distance (67 Km) was obtained by 
averaging the transition sliding distances (Table 5-3) from Phase I and Phase II of the 
wear tests. The experimental data and the predicted wear depths based on the model 
were compared in Figure 5-4.  
 
Figure 5-4: The experimental results compared with the total axial wear depth  
obtained from the model, for Sample 3 
 
5.3-2. Confidence bounds on the life model of the stepper motor  
In this section the life of the stepper motor is estimated by using the extracted 
values from all seven samples tested in the Phase I and II of the wear tests (Sample 6 




Extracted values from 








Sample 1 300 g 1.06E-04 3.85E-05 42 
Sample 2 300 g 4.00E-05 2.74E-05 48 
Sample 3 300 g 6.80E-05 3.58E-05 46 
Sample 4 300 g 1.61E-04 -- 160 
Sample 5 300 g 1.40E-04 6.39E-05 68 
  
400 g  7.78E-05 2.27E-05 10 
500 g 6.61E-05 5.49E-05 44 
600 g 1.78E-04 3.84E-05 86 
Ave   9.41E-05 4.05E-05 63 
STD   4.72E-05 1.59E-05 47 
80% (without 
600 g) 
Upper 1.23E-04 5.01E-05 86 
Lower 7.04E-05 3.09E-05 34 
90% (without 
600 g) 
Upper 1.26E-04 5.37E-05 94 
Lower 5.39E-05 2.74E-05 25 
95% (without 
600 g) 
Upper 1.34E-04 5.73E-05 104 
Lower 6.22E-05 2.38E-05 16 
Table 5-3: Extracted values from the wear test that has been use in the wear model 
 
The life of the stepper motor based on 300 g preload and the wear behavior 
from test results including the 90% confidence intervals are shown in Figure 5-5. 
5.4- Study of the effect of Preload on the wear behavior of the stepper motor 
based on the life/wear model  
The wear/life model is also used to study the effect of initial preload by 
applying the mean values for K1, K2 and transition sliding distance to address one of 
the most common issues in the manufacturing process, the variability in the preload 
due to assembly tolerances. The life of the stepper motor for 250 g, 300 g and 350 g 
preload is depicted in Figure 5-6. The variation in preload of the stepper motors is 





Figure 5-5:  The sliding distance and number cycles of stepper motor for the moderate case 
(125 µm total axial wear depth as the failure criterion and 300 g preload) 
 
Figure 5-6: Study of the effect of Preload on the life of the stepper motor 
5.5- Conclusion  
The obtained wear factors of the tested bearing cups are quantitatively 
presented in this chapter. Considerable variation was observed in the wear rates 




explore the variability of conical Delrin cups’ hardness. The hardness of conical 
Delrin thrust bearings was determined by nanoindentation and the average hardness 
of 237 MPa with 7.3% CV was observed. It may be noted that the variability in 
hardness is only about 15% of the observed variability in the measured wear rates, K1. 
Also, the hardness of new and worn-out cups was measured approximately 3 µm 
away from the contact zone and no significant difference was observed. Adequate 
information about evolution of hardness at the polymer contact surface was not 
possible to gather to conclude on the contribution of hardness in the drop and 
variability of the wear rates.  
The wear rate of Delrin has been already measured in many studies and a wide 
range of values have been reported. Pin-on-disk is a popular approach to extract and 
to compare the wear rate of polymers [Table 5.4]. The reported wear rates available in 
literature and the average value extracted from the present study are listed in Table 5-
4 and graphically presented in Figure 5-7. The wide range of values of wear rates can 
be attributed to the difference in: roughness of metal counterface, sliding velocity, 





Table 5-4: Reported wear rates for Delrin with different wear conditions 
 
Figure 5-7: Reported wear rate for Delrin in the literature 
 
The approach to develop the life/wear model of the stepper motor was 
presented. The life/wear model of the stepper motor was verified against the wear 



















bearing (this study) 9.41E-05 4.05E-05




ASTMD 3702 [26] 2.82E-06 -
POM-Delrin - 95 1.57 Steel shaft inside Delrin washer Journal Bearing [13] 5.24E-02 1.02E-02
POM - 30 0.88 Pin-on-Disk Pin-on-Disk [16] 4.46E-02 -
POM - 30 1.76 Pin-on-Disk Pin-on-Disk [16] 2.88E-01 -
POM-C
0.1 ± 0.02 
(stainless steel) 150 0.05 Pin-on-Disk Pin-on-Disk [29] 8.90E-03 -
POM-C
0.1 ± 0.02 
(stainless steel) 150 0.1 Pin-on-Disk Pin-on-Disk [29] 1.12E-02 -
Ertacetal-C 0.7-0.9 - 0.33 - 1.50E-02 -
Ertacetal H-TF 0.7-0.9 - 0.33 - 2.60E-03 -
Pin-on-Disk [30]




variability of stepper motor life due to: a) variability in wear behavior of conical 
Delrin thrust bearings; and, b) variability in preload due to manufacturing process. 
The model exhibited that the variability in wear behavior of the Delrin cups has more 
significant effect on life of the stepper motors compared with preload variability due 
to manufacturing process.  
  This life prediction model can be updated for any changes of the stepper 
motor such as: geometry of the bearing cups, bearing cup material, leaf spring load, 
etc. There are not enough statistical data available to accurately predict the life of the 
stepper motors in the field; therefore, the model should be improved by conducting 
more wear tests for obtaining more realistic wear factors and failure analysis of more 
failed motors from the field to determine more accurate failure criterion. The life 





6. Summary and Conclusion 
This study was intended to explore the wear behavior of one of the most 
common thermoplastics in sliding applications, Delrin (POM) in conical thrust 
bearing applications, at force range of 300 g to 600 g, up to sliding distance of 170 
Km (47 mm/s sliding velocity) and at 25˚C ambient temperature.  
This study was intended to understand the wear behavior of conical Delrin 
thrust bearing, one of the most common failure mechanisms of stepper motors. Nine 
Delrin wear rate values that have been found from the literature are mostly from pin-
on-disk and journal bearing geometries. Except the reported value from ASTM 
standard for Delrin-170, 2.8E-6 mm3/Km.N, the other seven reported values are in 
the range of 2.88E-1 to 2.60E-3 mm3/Km.N. The average wear rate values of 9.41E-
4 mm3/Km.N and 4.05E-4 mm3/Km.N (before and after the transition of wear 
behavior) were observed in this study. The extracted values from this study are 
approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than most of the reported values (7 
out of 8) from simpler geometries (mostly pin-on-disk geometry) which might be due 
to the conical geometry of the bearing in this study. Since most of these studies did 
not report all the important parameters in the wear behavior, (such as: counterface 
roughness, additives, contact pressure, hardness of Delrin at the contact surface, etc.) 
and the sliding conditions (sliding velocity, contact pressure, etc.) were different, it is 
difficult to make a strong conclusion about the effect of geometry on the wear rate. 
High level of variability was observed in wear rate of the conical Delrin thrust 
bearings, 50% CV in the wear rates before the transition of wear behavior and 39% 




random formation of polymer transfer film on the steel bearing balls; and, b) random 
behavior of debris in the conical Delrin thrust bearings.  
Most of the conical Delrin bearings exhibited two wear slopes, before and 
after transition of wear behavior. The wear rate of the conical Delrin thrust bearings 
reduce to around 43% of their initial value after the transition of the wear behavior. 
The possible reasons for this behavior are: formation of the transfer film on metal 
counterface and presence of debris between the contact pair. This is a typical behavior 
of self-lubricating polymers sliding against metal counterfaces.  
The molded conical Delrin cups exhibited the average hardness value of 
 237 MPa with 7.3% CV. No significant change of hardness was observed in new 
and worn-out cups close to the contact surface (3 µm apart from the contact zone) 
from the cross section of six molded cups. It was not feasible for us to measure the 
hardness of conical Delrin cup right at the actual contact surface.  
The life/wear model of the stepper motor was developed as a case study to 
demonstrate an application of the present study. Furthermore, the effect of variability 
in the wear rate of conical Delrin thrust bearing (observed based on seven tested 
samples in this study) and variability in the preload (from measured preloads) on the 
wear behavior and wear life of the stepper motor were studied. It was observed that 
the wear life of the stepper is significantly more sensitive to the wear rate variability 
of the conical Delrin cups rather than preload variability caused by manufacture 
tolerances. 
Detailed FEA was used to account for deformation of the Delrin bearing cups 




Negligible deformation of Delrin cups (less than 3 µm axial deformation of the cup at 
the most extreme case, loading and unloading 600 g load when there is no wear) was 
obtained from the FEA model.  The smallest axial wear depth of the tested cups was 
about 25 µm and the highest axial wear depth was about 110 µm for the bearing with 
600 g load. Therefore, the effect of deformation of the conical Delrin cups can be 
neglected.  
The existence of the transfer films on the surface of the bearing balls was 





7. Thesis contributions       
This study was intended to explore the wear behavior of self-lubricating 
polymers in conical thrust bearing geometry which has not been comprehensively 
studied earlier. This study also contributed to developing a systematic approach and 
experimentation to evaluate the wear behavior of polymers in conical thrust bearings, 
one of the most common applications of the self-lubricating polymers. The wear 
behavior of Delrin was studied and extracted in conical thrust bearing application at 
sliding velocity and load condition close to usage environment of stepper motors in 
the optical disk drives.  
The contributions of each chapter are provided in the list below: 
 A detailed experimentation approach to study the wear behavior of conical 
Delrin thrust bearings: 
• Guidelines for building the test set up to monitor the required parameters 
to develop the wear model and study the degradation of the stepper motor 
to the bearing cup wear out (Appendix VI). 
 Wear test results 
• Study of the wear rate history of the conical Delrin thrust bearing. 
• Study of the variation of the conical Delrin thrust bearing cup wear 
resistivity  (at 300 g load) 
• Study of the effect of load on wear behavior of the conical Delrin thrust 
bearing 
• Insight into formation of the transfer film on the surface of the steel 




  Approach to extract the wear factors of Delrin in conical thrust bearing 
application 
• Approach to refine the wear depth measurement methods by accounting 
for the change of the conical Delrin cups deformation due to change of 
conical Delrin cup geometry (change of axial wear depth) by using the 
FEA model. 
• Approach to extract the wear factors of conical Delrin thrust bearings 
using the wear depth, applied load and the sliding distance 
• Estimate of the wear factor of conical Delrin thrust bearings for two 
conditions: when there is no transfer film on the surface of the bearing ball 
and after formation of the transfer film on the bearing ball surface 
• Estimate of the sliding distance before transition of the wear condition in 
conical Delrin thrust bearings 
 Wear factors of Delrin in conical thrust bearing and wear/life model to predict 
the life of the stepper motor 
• Statistical comparisons of eight conical Delrin thrust bearings 
• Illustration of the life/wear model of stepper motor based on the extracted 





8. Limitation and future works 
Limitation of the present study and future works are discussed in this chapter. 
  
8.1- Limitations  
The limitations of this study are: 
• No pin-on-disk test result of Delrin with the exact wear condition of the 
conical Delrin thrust bearing used in this study (i.e. counterface roughness, 
sliding velocity, temperature etc.) is available to explore the effect of 
geometry in wear behavior of self-lubricating polymers. 
• The formation of the transfer film has some random behavior and it was not 
possible to monitor the formation of the transfer film on the steel bearing balls 
during the wear test.  
• It was not possible to measure the hardness of Delrin right at the contact area 
of new and worn out Delrin cups to directly study the change of polymer 
hardness at the contact surface because of the wear process. 
• There was not enough resource available to quantitatively measure the 
thickness and area of the transfer film on the surfaces of the bearing balls after 
destructing failure analysis of the bearing. 
• Significant piece to piece variation due to manufacturing process elevated the 
level of variation of the final results.  
• The wear tests were conducted at a typical use condition: a constant velocity, 
specific loading condition and room temperature, the wear factor of the 




• The failure mechanism and failure mode were comprehensively explored, but 
the performance threshold at which the stepper motor fails to home the optical 
head is not yet clear. There was a limited access to the field failed motors, 
which prevents us from obtaining the exact amount of axial wear depth as the 
failure criterion. 
8.2- Future work 
Further research to be conducted to enlighten this area of tribology are: 
• The formation of the transfer film through the sliding process can be more 
explored. A simpler test can be designed to explore on formation of the 
transfer film more fundamentally for instance, monitoring the thickness of the 
transfer film and the portion of the sliding contact covered by the transfer film 
during the sliding process and its effects on the wear factor and friction 
coefficient of the polymer counter face. 
• Simpler test set can be used to study evolution of hardness in polymer contact 
surface during the wear process and its contribution to the transition of the 
wear behavior. 
• The broader picture of wear behavior of Delrin can be obtained by conducting 
the wear tests at other environmental conditions such as: running test at 
elevated temperature, running test at different sliding velocity, and changing 
the load level. 
• The accuracy of the life model presented in this study can be further improved 




distance. The failure criterion can be improved by conducting more failure 
analysis on the field failed motors. 
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Appendix I: Analytical wear models [8]. 
 















Appendix III: SFE EasyDriver. 
 











Appendix IV: The MATLAB code to calculate the axial wear depth of the motor 
and pivot bearing cup. 
%finding wear depth of each cup by using the Archad's law % 
syms x y  
bp=acos((0.75-x*sin(pi/3))/0.75) 
bm=acos((1-y*sin(pi/3))/1) 
rpo= 0.75*cos ((pi/3)-bp) 











S=solve (Vm-4/3*Vp, x+y-0.1) 
 
Appendix V: Life/wear model MATLAB  
clear all 
close all 
global Vwp Vwm 
Km1=12E-5; % The initial wear factor/condition (Metal-Delrin Contact), 
mm^3/(Km.N) 
Km2=7.3E-5 
Kp1=12E-5; % The wear factor/condition (Delrin-Delrin Contact) 
Kp2=7.3E-5 
X(1) = 1.4e-3; % The initial penetration of the bearing ball obtained from FEA 
Y(1) = 1.4e-3; % The initial penetration of the bearing ball obtained from FEA 
Vwp = 0; 
Vwm = 0; 
  
l = 0.5; % The sliding distance increments (Km) 
L=1; 
while (X(end)+Y(end))<0.125 % (X(end)+Y(end)) is the total wear depth, hear is the 
place to define the failure cariterion 
    if L*l<56.72 
        Km = Km1; % The initial wear factor/condition (Metal-Delrin Contact) 
        Kp = Kp1 
    else 




        Kp = Kp2 
    end 
    F=(3- (X(L)+Y(L))*9.50)/sin (pi/3); % The compresive force by the leaf spring as 
a fuction of total wear depth (leaf spring expansion) 
    dVwm=F*Km*l; % The removed volume based on Archard's wear model for the 
Mcup 
    dVwp=F*Kp*l*0.75; % The removed volume based on Archard's wear model for 
the Pcup 
    Vwp = Vwp+dVwp; 
    Vwm = Vwm+dVwm; 
    x0 = 1.4e-3;           % Make a starting guess at the solution 
    y0 =1.4e-3; 
    L=L+1; 
    options=optimset('Display','iter');   % Option to display output 
    X(L) = fsolve(@myfunP,X(L-1),options); % Call solver 
    Y(L) = fsolve(@myfunM,Y(L-1),options); 




x1 = (1:L)*l*1e6/pi; 
y1 = X+Y; 
y2 = X+Y; 
x2 = (0:L-1)*l; 
hl1 = line(x1,y1,'Color','b'); 
% plotyy(x1,y1,x2,y2) 
ax1 = gca; 
set(ax1,'XColor','b','YColor','b') 
ax2 = axes('Position',get(ax1,'Position'), 'XAxisLocation','top', 'YAxisLocation','right', 
'XColor','k','YColor','k'); 
hl2 = line(x2,y2,'Color','k','Parent',ax2); 
xlabel('Million cycles')  






























Appendix VI: Monitoring degradation of the stepper motor  
Detent torque –Detent torque of the worm shaft was measured off-line on a RSA III 
Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer periodically to quantitatively measure the 
degradation of stepper motor throughout the test as a function of bearing wear and 
lateral displacement. 
 





The required torque to rotate the worm shaft increase throughout the life of the stepper motor 
Lateral displacement –The lateral displacement of worm shaft is the main reason 
for failure of the motor, which is caused by wear out of the bearing cup. Therefore, it 
was of interest to confirm the hypothesis that wear out of the bearing causes increase 
in lateral displacement of worm shaft. The lateral displacement of worm shaft has 
been measured by applying certain amount of lateral force both to right and left of 
the worm shaft while the location of worm shaft was being captured under optical 




























Lateral displacement increases with decrease in compression force 







Appendix VII: Mesh refinement study 
 
Different mesh density 
• Same model has been run at four different mesh refinement levels. 
• Same displacement has been applied to the bearing ball as a BC and reaction 
force has been extracted and presented in the next Figure. 
 

























Appendix VIII: Schematic view of wear tests that their results are shown in Figure 
3-15 Harrass et al. [24]. 
 
Schematic view of the linear ball-on-plate principle (a) [Harrass et al (1998)] 
 
Appendix IX: The hardness of conical Delrin thrust bearing cups was measured to: a) 
study the variability of hardness within one sample; and, b) to explore piece-to-piece 
hardness variability of seven samples. A G200 Agilent nanoindenter with a Berkovich 
tip was used to measure the hardness. The mean hardness value of 237 MPa was 
obtained from 15 measurements per sample across the 7 samples with 7.3% CV. 
Indention depth of 1 µm was selected and indentation points were selected 50 µm 
away from each other, these conditions were selected based on the study by 
Archodoulaki, et al. [31] to compare the conical Delrin bearing hardness with their 
reported value. The measured hardness values are fairly close to the one reported in 





10 indentation points in one conical Delrin cup 
 























Hardness of seven molded Delrin cups 
 
Also, indentation points were selected close to the contact region (3 µm apart) on 
both new and worn out cups, as shown in the Figure below. 
 
Hardness Delrin close to the contact surface 
 
The hardness values of new and worn out Delrin cups close to contact area are shown 





















Hardness of new Delrin cups vs. distance from the contact surface 
 
 








































Distance from the contact surface (µm)
Worn-out cup1
Worn-out cup2
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